Full Moon Kiss 2015. Ceramic. 63.5 x 81.3 x 26.7 cm.
Cairo-born artist Ghada Amer's main studio is on West 151st Street just off Broadway, in the part of Manhattan's Harlem known as Sugar Hill. The large, spare, florescent-lit room is in a building whose marbled former elegance is likely not remembered by anyone who is still alive. The beat up wooden floors are strewn with bits of coloured thread, which has for many years been the go-to medium for Amer's characteristic embroidered "paintings on canvas. Such paintings, in various stages of completion, line the walls.

But over the last few years, Amer — whose artwork has been featured in the Venice, Sydney at Whitney biennials — has spent countless hours working in a different studio and with clay — a medium that was new to her until relatively recently. And it is in this second studio, on a charming tree-lined street in New York's West Village, where Amer has created most of the work for her first solo show in the Arab world in 20 years.

As last summer drew to a close, Amer completed a special two-year residency in a private studio amidst the dusty downtown rooms of Greenwich House Pottery, which has been introducing New Yorkers to clay since 1909. The storied ceramics school has offered residencies to established ceramists since the 1970s, says its director Adam Welch. But Amer's residency was the first for an artist not yet established as a ceramicist; the opportunity was created just for her after she showed some promise in a few private ceramics classes.

"I almost gave up at one point," recalls Amer, laughing and tossing her wavy black hair. "For months, every single piece I made was cracked!" Even with its steep learning curve the world of ceramics is a "wonderland" for her: "I am jazzed!" she says.

_Earth. Love. Fire._ is the title of Amer's show, referencing both the process of ceramic making itself and Amer's newfound passion for it. The exhibition is on view through December at gallerist Leila Heller's new eponymous exhibition space in Dubai's Alserkal Avenue arts district.

"Ceramics are at once a real departure and also a seemingly natural extension of her previous body of work," says Shiva Balaghi, the curator of the Dubai show. "She is pushing the boundaries between high art and craft, creating new spaces in the gendered terrain of the art world, and extending her vision into entirely new forms," she adds.

As with the work for which Amer is best known, in many of the more than 30 new pieces on view in Dubai, she employs images drawn mostly from popular culture to tackle the traditionally
Looking at newer work fresh from the kiln, she returns repeatedly to consult a mathematically minded grid that she's made in clay to document her investigation of various slips and glazes. The variety of clays and kilns, the colours, the glazes, the drying process all required of her many weeks of diligent exploration.

To experiment with three dimensional composition, Amer took slabs of clay and "I started to play with things: I wanted to smush them." This "smushing" led to the creation of show's sculptures representing the greatest shift for her, with tabletop works like the lemon-coloured Study in Yellow and Yellow Strokes (both from 2015) whose crushed contours suggest the confident dynamism of a John Chamberlain. She also tested adding various types and amounts of paper to her clay, ultimately settling on Costco brand bathroom tissue as the best additive for how she wanted the clay to behave and to look once fired.

Her commitment to conquering clay is evident as she conducts a studio show-and-tell at Greenwich House. She points to surprises in some of the first pieces she made: "These drips of red, this bloop of blue, I don't know where they come from."

From Left: Study in Yellow. 2015. Ceramic: 15.24 x 24.13 x 10.16 cm; The Blue Knot. 2014. Ceramic: 12.7 x 15.2 x 20.3 cm; Study in Orange. 2015. Ceramic: 12.7 x 25.4 x 15.4 cm.
"The history of painting was invented by men so I wanted to work with a medium that was associated more with women."

*Ghada Amer*

artist and a leading international woman artist, and we felt that that is how we wanted to inaugurate our programme in the region,” recalls Heller.

Not surprisingly, with such high stakes — the inaugural exhibition for a new gallery, the first public reveal of her work in a new medium and her first show in the Arab world since the mid-'90s — Amer’s emotions are running high. “I feel happy and anxious at the same time!” she says.

“I’m anxious how the show will be received,” adds Amer. But perhaps more than anything, she is thrilled to have her work seen and, she hopes, understood in the part of the world from which she hails. “I’m happy because the Middle East is bubbling with art and artists and I am happy to be part of what is happening.”

Ghada Amer’s *Earth, Love, Fire* is on view at Leila Heller Gallery, Alserkal Avenue, Dubai through December 24th. www.leilahellergallery.com